An isoperimetric upper bound on the resistance is given. As a corollary we resolve two problems, regarding mean commute time on finite graphs and resistance on percolation clusters. Further conjectures are presented.
Introduction
It is natural and useful to interpret a graph as an electrical network by identifying the edges of the graph with one Ohm resistors. Then the effective resistance between vertices and sets admits a probabilistic and potential theoretic meaning, and is of interest, see for instance [5] , [9] , [7] for the standard background and definitions. In the next section we present a useful upper bound for the effective resistance between two vertices in the graph in terms of an isoperimetric quantity for connected sets containing one of these two vertices. We suspect that this bound can't be truly new, still in section 3 we bring two new applications.
A resistance bound
For a subset A of a graph G we denote by ∂A the external boundary, i.e. the vertices of G \ A with neighbors in A. As usual, ⌊s⌋ denotes the largest integer ≤ s and ⌈s⌉ denotes the smallest integer ≥ s. log denotes the logarithm to base 2. Theorem 2.1. Let G be a finite graph. Let w and u be vertices of G. Let R w,u be the electric resistance between w and u. Then
The 1/|∂A| summands are relevant, of course, only in graphs with very high connectivity. For example, let G be a graph with 2n 2 +2n+2 vertices, arranged as follows: 
To understand the conditions better it is worthwhile to examine the following silly example: Let G contain two components of equal size with w in one and u in the other. In this case the resistance is infinite. To get ∞ on the right hand side of (1) you need to have a set A with |∂A| = 0 and the only such set is the complete half. Therefore replacing |A| ≤ |G|2
−n with |A| ≤ |G|2 −n − 1 would render the lemma incorrect with any constant C.
Proof. We may assume that w and u are in the same component of G since otherwise both sides of (1) Let |G|2 −(n+1) < m ≤ |G|2 −n . As already remarked, the set A m is connected due to the maximum principal, contains u and therefore |∂A m | ≥ r n . For every vertex of ∂A m examine the sum of the currents through all edges connecting it to A m which we will call for simplicity the current through the vertex. Since the average current going through every vertex of ∂A m is I/|∂A m | we get that for at least 1 2 r n vertices the current through each is
Examine one such vertex v, and take an edge connecting v to A m . The current through this edge, which is the difference of voltages, is ≤ 2I/r n . We get at least . We apply this to a series of m's from |G|2 −(n+1) to |G|2 −n and get
which we sum over n and get
Since 
which finishes the proof.
Applications

Mean commute time
. Where E v T u is the expected hitting time for a random walk starting at v to hit u. By hitting time we mean here continuous hitting time, i.e. one puts on every edge an alarm clock with the ringing time distributed like an exponential variable and then move from a vertex along the first edge that rings, at the time it rings. τ * is the maximal mean commute time.
Open problem 20 in chapter 6 of [1] asserts the following:
Show that for real 1/2 < γ < 1 and δ > 0, there exists a constant K γ,δ with the following property. Let G be a regular n-vertex graph such that, for any subset A of vertices with |A| ≤ n/2, there exist at least δ|A| γ edges between A and A c .
Then
Theorem 2.1 allows to prove this under the assumption that the graph degree is bounded, in which case there is no difference between an isoperimetric condition phrased in terms of the number of edges (as in the problem) or in terms of the number of vertices (as in theorem 2.1). In this case we use the fact that the mean commute time between any two vertices u, w for simple random walk on a connected graphs equals R u,w |G|, see chapter 4 of [1] . The isoperimetric condition gives in theorem 2.1 a bounded sum and the answer is positive.
When one removes the assumption of bounded degree, the answer is negative. For example, take a graph with n vertices arranged in a circle such that each two neighbors are connected by ⌈n 2/3 ⌉ edges. Then clearly the assumptions hold (with γ = 2 3 and δ = 1) but the conclusion fails as τ * > cn 4/3 . It is not difficult to construct such an example with no multiple edges.
Resistance of the 2D supercritical percolation cluster
Consider supercritical (p > 1/2) bond percolation on the n × n box of the 2D square lattice. Grimmett (private communication) asked: show that almost surely, with respect to the percolation measure P p , the maximal resistance between any pair of vertices on the giant component is bounded by C log n. Denote by R n C the maximal resistance between any pair of vertices on the largest cluster of the percolation inside the n × n box. Indeed we have Corollary 3.1.
P p (R n C < C p log n) → 1. Proof. By theorem 2.1 it is enough to show that for C sufficiently large and c > 0 sufficiently small the probability that any connected set S in the giant component of size bigger than C log n, has boundary of size bigger than c|S| 1/2 goes to 1 with n. This indeed follows from an old argument of Kesten [6] and is done explicitly in section 2.3 of [3] .
For more on the relationships between random walks and percolation clusters see [8] , [3] and the references therein.
A Conjecture
The Cheeger constant of a finite transitive graph is at least the reciprocal of the diameter (see [2] ). We hope the following stronger conjecture holds. If true, the first part of the next conjecture will follow along the lines of proof of theorem 2.1. In addition, if the diameter is o(|G|) then the electric resistance between any two vertices is o(diam(G)).
These conjectures should be compared with the case of infinite vertex transitive graphs which was settled by Varopoulos [10] , the only recurrent vertex transitive graphs are roughly isometric to Z or Z 2 .
